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POLK AUDIO FLOOR SPEAKERS IN GREAT WORKING
CONDITION!

Item number: 5824421718
Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item
If you are a winner, Sign In for your status.
List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

See More Great Items

From This Seller

PIONEER SE-50
HEADPHONES IN THE
ORIGINAL BOX!
EXCELLENT

WOOD DANIEL
DEKOTA QUARTZS
CLOCK WITH CHIME!
NICE!

PHILCO VINTAGE
TUBE CATHEDRAL
WOOD RADIO
COMPLETE!

PHILCO AM TUBE
WOOD RADIO #
48-461 CODE 122

US $4.99

US $14.99

US $28.52

US $4.99

Winning bid:

US $153.50

Ended:

Nov-04-05 19:30:23 PST

Start time:

Oct-28-05 20:30:23 PDT

History:

16 bids (US $29.99 starting bid)

Winning bidder:

1 of 6
Supersize

Item location:

Fenton, Missouri
United States

Ships to:

Worldwide

Shipping costs: Check item description and
payment instructions or contact
seller for details
Shipping, payment details and return policy

Special Holiday Offer
Make no payments for 3 to
12 months
with PayPal Buyer Credit.
Good until 12/31/05.

Promotional term based on
minimum purchase.
See details | Apply now

Description (revised)
Item Specifics - Home Speakers
Speaker Type: Floor Standing
Brand:

Polk
Cabinet Color: Wood - Dark

Wireless: -Condition: Used

This is a pair of Polk audio Monitor Series Wood Floor Speakers in excellent working condition. There is 1-10inch
subwoofer & 2-6inch midranges & 1-1inch polk silver done tweeter in each speaker in excellent working condition. This pair
of Polk speakers preforms like new & the wood cabinets are in fine to great looking condition. However (& there is always a
however in life) both cabinets have a couple of scratches in them, but in no way does it take away from the beauty of these
wood cabinets. The cabinet size is 29inchs high 16inchs long & 12inchs wide & 42Lb's apeace. This pair of Polk wood floor
speakers are nice. I hooked them up to a Techanics SA700 & they preform EXCELLENT. I would ESTIMATE shipping cost
to be around $20.00 to 23.00 per speaker & I will not wrap them until after the sale if they sell. I will send an invoice after the
sale with all the details. If you need additional information or pictures please ask & I will respond ASAP. Thanks for looking
I appreciate it.
Smaller Picture
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale

Questions from other members
Question & Answer

Answered On

Q: hello, approx. how much to pack and ship these speakers to conn.(06066)? thanks corey

Nov-04-05

A: Hello there I can only ESTIMATE sa I do not have these speakers wrapped & I ESTIMATE shipping cost to
be around $23.00 to $26.00 Thanks for looking.
Q: How old are these speakers? Thanks
A: Hello there I am not really sure, I think there in the early to mid 1990's but the suspension area that surronds
each speaker is in great condition. Thanks...more

Nov-01-05

Q: If I were to win the auction, could I pick them up from you after payment is made. Thanks, Dave

Oct-30-05

A: Hello Dave I couldn't think of a better plan, or if you are that close I can drop them off. Thanks for looking.
Ask seller a question

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.
Will ship to Worldwide.
Seller's payment instructions
I would really appreciate cashiers check or bank check or paypal. Personal checks, but I will wait until the check clears. I
would like to receive payment with in 2 weeks. I will box after the sale with the shipping instructions & send an invoice. I think
in my discription I have what I beleive the shipping cost is approx,unless it should sell internationl & then shipping cost will
triple in price. Thanks for looking.

Payment methods accepted

Money order/Cashiers check
Learn about payment methods.
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